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Abstract
We address the homotopy theory of 2-crossed modules of commutative algebras. In particu-
lar, we define the concept of a 2-fold homotopy between a pair of 1-fold homotopies connecting
2-crossed module maps A → A′. We also prove that if the domain 2-crossed module A is free
up to order one (i.e. if the bottom algebra is a polynomial algebra) then we have a 2-groupoid
of 2-crossed module maps A → A′ and their homotopies and 2-fold homotopies.
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1 Introduction
Group crossed modules G = (∂ : E → G,◮) are given by a group homomorphism ∂ : E → G,
together with an action ◮ of G on E by automorphisms, such that the Peiffer relations, displayed
below, hold for all e, f ∈ E and g ∈ G:
Peiffer 1: ∂(g ◮ e) = g ∂(e) g−1; Peiffer 2: ∂(e) ◮ f = e f e−1.
2-crossed modules of groups are given by a complex A = (L
δ
−→ E
∂
−→ G,◮, {, }) of groups, together
with actions ◮ of G on L and E, by automorphisms, making it a complex of G-modules, where G
acts on itself by conjugation. The first Peiffer relation for the map ∂ : E → G and the action ◮ of
G on E therefore automatically holds, thus (∂ : E → G,◮) is what is called a pre-crossed module.
The second Peiffer relation does not hold in general. However we have a map {, } : E × E → L,
called the Peiffer lifting, measuring how far Peiffer 2 is from being satisfied, namely: δ({e, f}) =(
efe−1
) (
∂(e) ◮ f−1
)
, for all e, f ∈ E.
The category of 2-crossed modules is equivalent to a reflexive subcategory of the category of
simplicial groups [11, 23, 24]. Thus [10, 19] an adjunction:
{2-crossed modules of groups}
B ,,
ll
Π3
{Simplicial sets}⊤ ,
exists. Such is constructed in the obvious way from the Dwyer-Kan loop-group G ⊣W adjunction
between the category of simplicial sets and the category of simplicial groups; [14, 16, 26]. B is
the simplicial classifying space functor [7] and Π3 was explicitly constructed in [15] from triad
homotopy groups of the geometric realisation. We thus [9, 16] have a model category structure in
the category of 2-crossed modules of groups in which all objects are fibrant and which renders a
2-crossed module A = (L → E → G,◮, {, }) cofibrant if, and only if, it is a retract of a totally
free 2-crossed module, the latter meaning that G is a free group and that (∂ : E → G,◮) is a free
pre-crossed module [15, 19, 23, 24].
Following previous constructions in the context of quadratic modules (a particular case of 2-
crossed modules) [7] and Gray categories [12], a homotopy relation between group 2-crossed module
maps was addressed in [18, 19], via path-objects, and proven in [15] to faithfully model homotopy
classes of maps between 3-types. Given 2-crossed modules A and B, of groups, if A is totally free
(therefore cofibrant), if follows that homotopy between maps A → B is an equivalence relation.
A surprising result of [18, 19] was that, in order for homotopy between maps A → B to be an
equivalence relation, we solely need to impose that A is free up to order one, meaning that G is a
free group. Moreover in the latter case we can define, if we are given a free basis of G, a 2-groupoid
of maps A → B, homotopies between maps, and 2-fold homotopies between homotopies.
This paper, which is a follow-up of [1], contains a proof that the latter property (1-freeness
suffices to compose homotopies and 2-fold homotopies) also holds for 2-crossed modules of com-
mutative algebras.
All algebras in this paper will be commutative and over a fixed ring κ, not necessarily with 1.
Crossed modules and 2-crossed modules of algebras [4, 5, 6, 13, 25] are defined in the same way as
in the group case, essentially switching actions by automorphisms to actions by multipliers, where
a multiplier in an algebra R is a linear map f : R→ R such that f(ab) = f(a)b, for each a, b ∈ R.
A 2-crossed module of algebras A = (L
∂2−→ E
∂1−→ R,◮, {, }) has an underlying complex of
algebras and some other data: we have actions ◮ by multipliers of R on E and L and a map
{, } : E × E → L measuring how far (∂1 : E → R ◮) is from being a crossed module of algebras.
Therefore ∂2({e, f}) = ef − ∂1(e) ◮ f for all e, f ∈ E.
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As in the group case [11, 23, 24], simplicial algebras and 2-crossed modules of algebras are
closely related. A simplicial algebra [2, 4, 6, 13, 22] A = (An, d
i
n, s
i
n), i.e. a simplicial object in the
category of algebras, is given by a collection An of algebras and algebra maps d
i
n : An → An−1,
i = 0, . . . , n, and sin : An → An+1, i = 0, . . . , n, respectively called boundaries and degeneracies,
and satisfying the well known simplicial identities. The Moore complex:
N(A) =
(
. . .
d(n+1)
−−−−→ N(A)n
dn−→ . . .
d3−→ N(A)2
d2−→ N(A)1
d1−→ A0
)
of the simplicial algebra A has the algebra N(A)n =
⋂n−1
i=0 ker(∂
i
n) ⊂ An at level n and the bound-
ary dn : N(A)n → N(A)n−1 is the restriction of dnn : An → A(n−1). We say that the Moore complex
of a simplicial algebra A has length n if N(A)i is trivial for i > n.
If A has Moore complex of length two then (N(A)2
d2−→ N(A)1
d1−→ A0) is naturally a 2-crossed
module. This gives [3, 20, 25] an equivalence of categories from the category of simplicial algebras
with Moore complex of length two and the category of 2-crossed modules of algebras.
An algebra 2-crossed module A = (L→E→R,◮, {, }) is called free up to order one if R is free,
over a set. We will normally consider a particular free basis B ⊂ R. Thus R should be seen as
an algebra of commutative polynomials, with a formal variable assigned to each element of B. An
analogous definition which would render all results of the paper correct, mutatis mutandis, would
be to make R free over the κ-module V , and chose an isomorphism R → S(V ), where S(V ), the
symmetric algebra, is the free commutative algebra over V .
If A = (L→E→R,◮, {, }) and A′ = (L′→E′→R′,◮, {, }) are 2-crossed modules of algebras,
then 2-crossed module maps f : A → A′ are defined in the obvious way. The homotopy relation
between maps of 2-crossed modules of algebras was addressed in [1]. Consider two maps f, g : A →
A′. A homotopy f → g is given by a pair of set maps
(
s : R → E′, t : E → L′
)
, satisfying further
relations (strongly depending on f and therefore on g), defining what we called a quadratic f -
derivation (s, t) : A → A′. As in the group case, the homotopy relation between 2-crossed module
maps A → A′ is only an equivalence relation, in general, in the case when A is free up to order
one.
Presumably, retracts of free up to order one 2-crossed modules will be the cofibrant objects
of a model category structure in the category of 2-crossed modules of algebras, which is yet to
be discovered. This model category will be different from the model structure naturally derived
from the category of simplicial sets: [17, 22, 26]. The latter renders a 2-crossed module of algebras
A = (L→E→R,◮, {, }) cofibrant if and only if it is a retract of a 2-crossed module which is free up
to order two ([1, 19]), meaning that not only the algebra R is free but also the pre-crossed module
(∂ : E → R,◮) is free; [6].
It is proven in [1] that if a chosen basis is given for the free algebra R, then we can define
a groupoid HOM(A,A′), whose objects are the 2-crossed module maps A → A′, the morphisms
being the homotopies (also called 1-fold homotopies) between them. (We will review here the most
important issues of this construction, which are essential for understanding the main aspects of this
article.) As hinted above, in this paper we go one step further, and consider 2-fold homotopy. This
2-fold homotopy relation is a relation connecting homotopies of 2-crossed module maps A → A′. A
2-fold homotopy is given by a linear map q : R→ L′, satisfying further natural properties, defining
what we called a quadratic-2-derivation. The main result of this paper is that if A is free up to
order one, with a chosen basis for R, then we have a 2-groupoid HOM(A,A′)2 of 2-crossed module
maps A → A′, their homotopies, and 2-fold homotopies connecting 2-crossed module homotopies.
The proof of this result requires quite a few complicated calculations. As in [1], mostly all
difficult calculation are done while defining the algebras of 1, 2 and 3-simplices in a 2-crossed
3
module A, which are very important constructions on their own. All of the compositions in the
2-groupoid HOM(A,A′)2 will in one way or another be derived from the boundaries of these
geometrically constructed algebras.
Some issues we expect to investigate in future publications are:
• The homotopies we considered for 2-crossed module maps A → A′ are pointed (they are
algebra analogues of pointed homotopies between maps between crossed modules of groups
[8]). A full homotopy theory should take into account that base-points may move. Given
2-crossed modules A = (L→E→R,◮, {, }) and A′ = (L′→E′→R′,◮, {, }), with A free up
to order one, and crossed module maps f, f ′ : A → A′, a full quadratic derivation (s, t, b),
connecting f to f ′, is given by a quadratic derivation (s, t), connecting f to g (g : A → A′
is an intermediate map), as well as an idempotent element of b ∈ R′, such that f ′ = b ◮ g.
This extra layer of structure leads to the definition of a Gray-3-groupoid [12, 21] of maps
A → A′, and their 1-, 2- and 3-fold homotopies. We expect to give full formulae in a future
publication. (This requires a large amount of new calculations.)
• LetA = (L→E→R,◮, {, }) be a 2-crossed module of algebras, not necessarily free up to order
one. We have a cofibrant replacement monad Q1 [18, 19], sending A to a free up to order one
2-crossed module, together with a map p : Q1(A) → A, inducing isomorphism of homology
algebras. As in [19], the associated co-Kleisli category (a map A 6→ A′ in the co-Kleisli
category is a 2-crossed module map Q1(A)→ A′) enlarges our collection of maps from A to
A′, as well as homotopies and 2-fold homotopies between them, in such a way that any pair
of 2-crossed modules A and A′ yields a 2-groupoid HOMLAX(A,A
′)2 = HOM(Q
1(A),A′)2
of lax (co-Kleisli) maps A 6→ A′ and (lax) homotopies and 2-fold homotopies between them.
This comonadic approach furthermore implies that given any lax map A′ 6→ A′′ then we
have a whiskering 2-functor
HOMLAX(A,A
′)2 → HOMLAX(A,A
′′)2.
We conjecture that this means that the co-Kleisli category of Q1 can be enriched to be a
Gray category.
• Let κ be a ring. Given a set X consider the polynomial algebra κ[X ] over X . Given an ideal
I of κ[X ] we have a crossed module of algebras given by the inclusion map I → κ[X ]. This
crossed module can be turned into a 2-crossed module in two different ways: as A0(I,X) =
({0} → I → κ[X ]) or as A1(I,X) = ({I ⊗ I} → I → κ[X ], {, }). The latter is the free 2-
crossed module on the map ∅ → I (see [6]). Thus {I⊗ I} is generated by the symbols {i⊗ j}
satisfying the obvious relations implied by the properties of Peiffer liftings. Given any 2-
crossed module A′ of commutative algebras, we thus have 2-groupoids HOM(A0(I,X),A′)2
and HOM(A1(I,X),A′)2. These are invariants of the ideal I and in particular given 2-
crossed module maps fk : Ak(I,X)→ A′ this gives groups π1(HOM(Ak(I,X),A′)2, fk) and
π2(HOM(Ak(I,X),A′)2, fk), where k = 0, 1, which likely have some algebraic geometric
interpretation.
2 Preliminaries
We follow the conventions of [3, 4, 5, 6]. In this paper we fix a commutative ring κ, not
necessarily with 1. All algebras considered will be associative and commutative, but not necessarily
with a multiplicative identity. If M and R are κ-algebras, a bilinear map (r,m) ∈ R×M 7−→ r ◮
m ∈M is called an algebra action of R on M if, for all m,m′ ∈M and r, r′ ∈ R, we have:
A1 : r ◮ (mm′) = (r ◮ m)m′ = m(r ◮ m′), A2 : (rr′) ◮ m = r ◮ (r′ ◮ m).
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Our convention for the commutative algebra semidirect product R⋉◮M is:
(r, e) (r′, e′) = (rr′, r ◮ e′ + r′ ◮ e + ee′), for all e, e′ ∈M and r, r′ ∈ R.
2.1 2-crossed modules of commutative algebras
Definition 2.1 (Pre-crossed modules and crossed modules) A pre-crossed module (E,R, ∂),
of (commutative) algebras, is given by an algebra map ∂ : E → R, with E and R commutative,
together with an action ◮ of R on E, such that the following relation, called the “first Peiffer
relation”, holds:
XM1) ∂(r ◮ e) = r ∂(e), for each e ∈ E and r ∈ R.
A crossed module of algebras (E,R, ∂) is a pre-crossed module satisfying, furthermore, the “second
Peiffer relation”:
XM2) ∂(e) ◮ e′ = e e′, for all e, e′ ∈ E.
Example 2.2 Let R be an algebra and E E R an ideal. Then (E,R, i), where i : E → R is the
inclusion map, is a crossed module. We use the multiplication in R to define the action of R on
E: (r, e) ∈ R × E 7−→ r ◮ e = re ∈ E.
Definition 2.3 A 2-crossed moduleA = (L
∂2−→ E
∂1−→ R,◮, {, }), from now on A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2),
of commutative algebras, is given by a chain complex of commutative algebras, together with actions
◮ of R on E and L, such that ∂1 and ∂2 are module maps, where R acts on itself by conjugation.
We also have an R-bilinear function (the Peiffer lifting):
{ ⊗ } : E ⊗R E −→ L,
satisfying the following axioms, for all l, l′ ∈ L, e, e′, e′′ ∈ E, and r ∈ R:
2XM1) ∂2{e⊗ e′} = ee′ − ∂1(e′) ◮ e
2XM2) {∂2(l)⊗ ∂2(l′)} = ll′
2XM3) {e⊗ e′e′′} = {ee′ ⊗ e′′}+ ∂1(e′′) ◮ {e⊗ e′}
2XM4) {∂2(l)⊗ e} = e ◮′ l − ∂1(e) ◮ l
2XM5) {e⊗ ∂2(l)} = e ◮′ l
2XM6) r ◮ {e⊗ e′} = {r ◮ e⊗ e′} = {e⊗ r ◮ e′}
Remark 2.4 Note that ∂2 : L→ E is a crossed module, where E acts on L as:
e ◮′ l = {e⊗ ∂2(l)} (1)
However ∂1 : L → E is in general only a pre-crossed module. The Peiffer lifting in E measures
exactly the failure of ∂1 : E → R to be a crossed module.
Example 2.5 Let (E,R, ∂) be a pre-crossed module. Then ker(∂)
i
−→ E
∂
−→ R, where i : ker(∂)→
E is the inclusion map, is a 2-crossed module, where:
{ ⊗ } : (e, e′) ∈ E ⊗R E 7−→ {e⊗ e
′}
.
= ee′ − ∂(e) ◮ e′ ∈ ker(∂).
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Definition 2.6 (Freeness up to order one) Let A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) be a 2-crossed module.
We say that A is free up to order one if R is a free κ-algebra. In this paper, free up to order one
2-crossed modules will always come equipped with a specified chosen basis B of R. Therefore R will
be the algebra κ[B] of polynomials over κ, with a formal variable assigned to each element of B.
Given 2-crossed modules A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) and A′ = (L′, E′, R′, ∂′1, ∂
′
2), a 2-crossed module
map f = (f2, f1, f0) : A → A′ consists of algebra maps f0 : R → R′, f1 : E → E′ and f2 : L → L′,
making the diagram:
L
∂2 //
f2

E
∂1 //
f1

R
f0

L′
∂′2
// E′
∂′1
// R′
commutative and preserving the actions of R and R′ and Peiffer liftings:
f1(r ◮ e) = f0(r) ◮ f1(e), for all e ∈ E and r ∈ R,
f2(r ◮ l) = f0(r) ◮ f2(l), for all l ∈ L and r ∈ R,
f2{e⊗ e
′} = {f1(e)⊗ f1(e
′)}, for all e, e′ ∈ E.
2.2 The algebras of 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-simplices on a 2-crossed module
We now follow [1] closely, referring to it for full calculations. Fix a 2-crossed module A =
(L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) of algebras. To begin introducing our notation, let us put A0 = R and call it
the “algebra of 0-simplices” in A. Analogously, the algebra A1
.
= R⋉◮ E is called the “algebra of
1-simplices” in A. We express each element (r, e) ∈ A1 in the simplicial form, below:
r
e
−−−−−→ (r + ∂1(e)) .
Note that restricting to the vertices yields two algebra maps A1 → A0:
(
r
e
−−−−−→ (r + ∂1(e))
)
7→ r ,
(
r
e
−−−−−→ (r + ∂1(e))
)
7→ r + ∂1(e).
There exists an action ◮• of (R ⋉◮ E) on (E ⋉◮′ L), such that:
(r, e) ◮• (e
′, l) = (ee′ + r ◮ e′, ∂1(e) ◮ l + r ◮ l − {e
′ ⊗ e}),
for all l ∈ L, e, e′ ∈ E and r ∈ R. Using the action ◮•, we construct the following commutative
algebra:
A2
.
= (R⋉◮ E)⋉◮• (E ⋉◮′ L),
the “algebra of 2-simplices” in A. We represent elements (r, e, e′, l) ∈ A2 as:
r + ∂1(e) + ∂1(e
′)
r
e+e′
99ssssssssssssssss
e
// r + ∂1(e)
e′+∂2(l)
✄
✂
 
✁l
OO
(2)
We will not need the explicit form of the product in the algebra of 2-simplices in A. Note however
the following essential fact: restricting to the boundary of the triangle (2) yields three algebras
maps A2 → A1.
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In order to define the algebra of 3-simplices, additional actions are required: First of all there
exists an action ◮∗ of E ⋉ L on L, with:
(e, l) ◮∗ l
′ = e ◮′ l′ + ll′, where l, l′ ∈ L and e ∈ E.
We have actions of E and R on ((E ⋉◮′ L)⋉◮∗ L), with the form:
e ◮1e (e
′, l, l′) = (ee′, ∂1(e) ◮ l − {e
′ ⊗ e}, ∂1(e) ◮ l
′),
r ◮1r (e
′, l, l′) = (r ◮ e′, r ◮ l, r ◮ l′).
In particular, we have an action ◮1 of (R ⋉◮ E) on ((E ⋉◮′ L)⋉◮∗ L), with:
(r, e) ◮1 (e′, l, l′) = (r ◮ e′ + ee′, r ◮ l + ∂1(e) ◮ l − {e
′ ⊗ e}, r ◮ l′ + ∂1(e) ◮ l
′).
We have actions of E and L on ((E ⋉◮′ L)⋉◮∗ L), namely:
e ◮2e (e
′, l, l′) = (ee′, e ◮′ l, ∂1(e) ◮ l
′ − {∂2(l) + e
′ ⊗ e}),
k ◮2l (e
′, l, l′) = (0, e′ ◮′ k + kl,−{∂2(l) + e
′ ⊗ ∂2(k)}).
It follows that there exists an action ◮2 of (E ⋉◮′ L) on ((E ⋉◮′ L)⋉◮∗ L):
(e, l′′) ◮2 (e′, l, l′) = (ee′, e ◮′ l + e′ ◮′ l′′ + l′′l, ∂1(e) ◮ l
′ − {∂2(l) + e
′ ⊗ ∂2(l
′′) + e}).
Putting everything together, it follows that that there exists an action◮† of ((R ⋉◮ E)⋉◮• (E ⋉◮′ L))
on ((E ⋉◮′ L)⋉◮∗ L), such that:
(0, 0, e, l′′) ◮† (e
′, l, l′) = (e, l′′) ◮2 (e′, l, l′),
(r, e, 0, 0) ◮† (e
′, l, l′) = (r, e) ◮1 (e′, l, l′).
We can now define the “algebra of 3-simplices” in A as being:
A3
.
=
(
(R ⋉◮ E)⋉◮• (E ⋉◮′ L)
)
⋉◮†
(
(E ⋉◮′ L)⋉◮∗ L
)
.
We express the elements (r, e, e′, l, e′′, l′, l′′) ∈ A3 in the following form:
r + ∂1(e) + ∂1(e
′) + ∂1(e
′′)
r + ∂1(e) + ∂1(e
′)
e′′+∂2(l
′)+∂2(l
′′)
OO
r
e
✄
✂
 
✁l //
e+e′
44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
e+e′+e′′
✞
✝
☎
✆
l′ + l′′
<<①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①
r + ∂1(e)
e′+∂2(l)
kk❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲
e′+e′′+∂2(l)+∂2(l
′)
✄
✂
 
✁l
′′
dd■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
(3)
As in the case of the algebra of 2-simplices, restricting to each face of the tetrahedron yields
four algebra maps A3 → A2. The back face of (3) is:
r+∂1(e)+∂1(e
′)+∂1(e
′′)
r
e+e′+e′′
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
e
✄
✂
 
✁
l+l′
// r+∂1(e)
e′+e′′+∂2(l)+∂2(l
′)
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
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2.3 Homotopy of 2-crossed module maps
We continue to follow [1], where the reader can find the missing proofs. We now review the notion
of homotopy between 2-crossed module maps. Let us fix 2-crossed modules A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2)
and A′ = (L′, E′, R′, ∂′1, ∂
′
2).
Definition 2.7 Let f =
(
f2, f1, f0) : A → A
′ be a 2-crossed module map. A quadratic f -derivation
is a pair (s, t), where s : R → E′, t : E → L′ are linear maps, satisfying the following, for all
r, r′ ∈ R, e, e′ ∈ E:
s(rr′) = f0(r) ◮ s(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ s(r) + s(r)s(r′), (4)
t(ee′) = {(s ◦ ∂1)(e)⊗ f1(e
′)}+ {(s ◦ ∂1)(e
′)⊗ f1(e)}+ f1(e) ◮
′ t(e′)
+ f1(e
′) ◮′ t(e) + (s ◦ ∂1)(e) ◮
′ t(e′)
+ (s ◦ ∂1)(e
′) ◮′ t(e) + t(e)t(e′),
t(r ◮ e) = f0(r) ◮ t(e) + (∂
′
1 ◦ s)(r) ◮ t(e) + {s(r)⊗ f1(e)}
− {f1(e)⊗ s(r)} − {(s ◦ ∂1)(e)⊗ s(r)}.
Remark 2.8 A map s : R→ E′ satisfying (4) will be called an f0-derivation.
Theorem 2.9 (Homotopy of 2-crossed module maps) Let f = (f2, f1, f0) be a 2-crossed
module map A → A′. If (s, t) is a quadratic f -derivation, and if we define g = (g2, g1, g0) as
(for all r ∈ R, e ∈ E and l ∈ L):
g0(r) = f0(r) + (∂
′
1 ◦ s)(r),
g1(e) = f1(e) + (s ◦ ∂1)(e) + (∂
′
2 ◦ t)(e),
g2(l) = f2(l) + (t ◦ ∂2)(l),
then g is a 2-crossed module map A → A′ and we use the notation: f
(f,s,t)
−−−−→ g. We say that
(f, s, t) is a homotopy (or quadratic derivation), from f to g.
Homotopies of 2-crossedmodules mapsA → A′ normally cannot be composed, unless additional
conditions are imposed on A; see [1, 19]. From now on we impose that A is free up to order one,
with a chosen basis B of R. Thus R is a polynomial algebra, with a formal variable assigned to
each element of B; Definition 2.6. The reason to work in the free up to order one case is Lemma
2.11, below. This in turn follows from the following, which has an immediate proof:
Lemma 2.10 If f = (f2, f1, f0) : A → A′ is a 2-crossed modules map, then f0-derivations are in
one-to-one correspondence with algebra maps, of the form:
φ : r ∈ R 7−→
(
f0(r), s(r)
)
∈ R′ ⋉◮ E
′ .= A′1, where r ∈ R.
Lemma 2.11 In particular, if R is a free κ-algebra, over the set B, an f0-derivation s : R → E′
can be uniquely specified by its value on B ⊂ R. Thus a set map s⋆ : B → E′ uniquely extends to
an f0-derivation s; c.f. below:
B

 incl //
(f0,s
⋆)
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇ R
(f0,s)∃!

A1
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Consider 2-crossed module maps f, g, h : A → A′, with A free up to order one, with a chosen
basis. Put f = (f2, f1, f0), g = (g2, g1, g0) and h = (h2, h1, h0). Let (s, t) be a quadratic f -
derivation connecting f to g, and (s′, t′) be a quadratic g-derivation connecting g to h. In order
to set the scene for the similar case of 2-fold homotopies, to be dealt with later, let us recall how
to define the concatenation (s, t)⊞ (s′, t′) = (s⊞ s′, t⊞ t′), connecting f to h.
We first let s⊞s′ : R→ E′ be the unique f0-derivation extending the restriction of s+s′ : R→ E
to B. Thus s⊞ s′ = s+ s′ in B, but in general not outside B. By definition of free algebra there
exists a unique algebra map:
X(s,s
′) : R→ A′2
of the form below, for some (uniquely defined) linear map w(s,s
′) : R→ L′:
X(s,s
′)(r) =
h0(r)
f0(r)
(s⊞s′)(r)
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
s(r)
// g0(r)
s′(r)
✞
✝
☎
✆
w(s,s
′)(r)
OO
Explicitly, X(s,s
′) is the unique extension (to an algebra map R→ A′2) of:
r ∈ B 7→
h0(r)
f0(r)
(s+s′)(r)
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
s(r)
// g0(r)
s′(r)
✄
✂
 
✁0
OO .
Note that w(s,s
′) measures the distance from (s⊞ s′)(r) to (s+ s′)(r):
(s⊞ s′)(r) = s(r) + s′(r) − (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,s′))(r), for all r ∈ R. (5)
Clearly w(s,s
′)(r) vanishes for r ∈ B. Also, If s = 0 or s′ = 0 then w(s,s
′) = 0.
By using the multiplication rules in the triangle space A′2 of A
′ (see [1]) we can prove that the
function w(s,s
′) : R→ L′ is such that (for all r, r′ ∈ R):
w(s,s
′)(rr′) = f0(r) ◮ w
(s,s′)(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ w(s,s
′)(r) + s′(r′) ◮′ w(s,s
′)(r)
+ s(r′) ◮′ w(s,s
′)(r) + s′(r) ◮′ w(s,s
′)(r′) + s(r) ◮′ w(s,s
′)(r′)
− {s′(r′)⊗ s(r)} − {s′(r)⊗ s(r′)} − w(s,s
′)(r)w(s,s
′)(r′).
Theorem 2.12 (Concatenation of homotopies) Let f, g, h : A → A′ be 2-crossed module maps,
with A free up to order one, with a chosen basis. Consider homotopies f
(f,s,t)
−−−−→ g and g
(g,s′,t′)
−−−−−→ h.
Put:
(t⊞ t′)(e) = t(e) + t′(e) + (w(s,s
′) ◦ ∂1)(e).
Then the pair (s⊞ s′, t⊞ t′) is a quadratic f -derivation connecting f to h.
This concatenation of homotopies is associative. Consider 2-crossed module maps g, h, k : A →
A′, with A is free up to order one. Let:
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• (s, t) be a quadratic f -derivation connecting f to g: that is f
(f,s,t)
−−−−→ g,
• (s′, t′) be a quadratic g-derivation connecting g to h: that is g
(g,s′,t′)
−−−−−→ h,
• (s′′, t′′) be a quadratic h-derivation connecting h to k: that is h
(h,s′′,t′′)
−−−−−−→ k.
Then it holds (a consequence of the form of the multiplication in A′3; see [1]):
w(s,s
′)(r) + w(s⊞s
′,s′′)(r) = w(s,s
′
⊞s′′)(r) + w(s
′,s′′)(r). (6)
From which it follows s⊞ (s′ ⊞ s′′) = (s⊞ s′)⊞ s′′ and t⊞ (t′ ⊞ t′′) = (t⊞ t′)⊞ t′′.
The groupoid inverse of homotopies A → A′, with A free up to order one, is also dealt with in
[1]. If (s, t) is a quadratic f -derivation connecting f to g. We can define a quadratic g-derivation
(s, t), connecting g to f in the following way: Let s¯ : R→ E be the unique g0-derivation (Lemma
2.11) extending the restriction of the function −s to B ⊂ R. And also put t¯ = −t− (w(s,s¯) ◦ ∂1).
Then (s¯, t¯) is a quadratic g-derivation connecting g to f , and is a left and right inverse of (s, t)
with respect to the operation of concatenation of homotopies.
Putting everything together:
Theorem 2.13 Let A and A′ be 2-crossed modules, of commutative algebras. Suppose that A =
(L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) is free up to order one, with a chosen free basis B of R. We have a groupoid
HOM(A,A′), whose objects are the 2-crossed module maps A → A′, the morphisms being the
homotopies between them.
Remark 2.14 Let f : A → A′ be a 2-crossed module map. Then the pair (0s, 0t), where each
component is zero map, is a quadratic f -derivation connecting f to f . These are the identity
morphisms in HOM(A,A′).
3 Quadratic 2-derivations and 2-fold homotopy
Throughout this section, we fix 2-crossedmodulesA = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) andA′ = (L′, E′, R′, ∂′1, ∂
′
2).
We do not suppose A to be free up to order one.
Definition 3.1 (Quadratic 2-derivation) Let f : A → A′ be a 2-crossed module map and (s, t)
be a quadratic f -derivation. A quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivation q : R → L′ is a κ-linear function
satisfying, for all r, r′ ∈ R:
q(rr′) = f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮′ q(r′) + s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′).
Theorem 3.2 (2-Fold Homotopy) Let (s, t) be a quadratic f -derivation connecting the 2-crossed
module maps f, g : A → A′. If q is a quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivation, and if we define (s′, t′) as (for
all e ∈ E and r ∈ R):
s′(r) = s(r) + (∂′2 ◦ q)(r),
t′(e) = t(e)− (q ◦ ∂1)(e),
(7)
then (s′, t′) is a quadratic f -derivation f
(f,s′,t′)
−−−−−→ g. We use the notation:
(f, s, t)
(f,s,t,q)
=====⇒ (f, s′, t′)
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and say that the quadruple (f, s, t, q) is a 2-fold homotopy (or quadratic 2-derivation) connecting
(f, s, t) to (f, s′, t′). This all can be pictured as:
f
(f,s,t)
&&
(f,s′,t′)
88 g(f,s,t,q)

Proof : To make the formulae more compact, in this proof (and others), we do not use the “◦” to
denote composition, and put {e, f}, instead of {e⊗ f}, for Peiffer liftings. Let us first see that the
conditions of Definition 2.7 are satisfied. For all e, e′ ∈ E and r, r′ ∈ R, we have:
s′(rr′) = s(rr′) + (∂′2q)(rr
′)
= f0(r) ◮ s(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ s(r) + s(r)s(r′) + ∂′2[q(rr
′)]
= f0(r) ◮ s(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ s(r) + s(r)s(r′) + ∂′2[f0(r) ◮ q(r
′)
+ f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮ q(r′) + s(r′) ◮ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)]
= f0(r) ◮ s(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ s(r) + s(r)s(r′) + ∂′2(f0(r) ◮ q(r
′))
+ ∂′2(f0(r
′) ◮ q(r)) + ∂′2(s(r) ◮ q(r
′)) + ∂′2(s(r
′) ◮ q(r)) + ∂′2(q(r)q(r
′))
= f0(r) ◮ s(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ s(r) + s(r)s(r′) + f0(r) ◮ (∂
′
2q)(r
′)
+ f0(r
′) ◮ (∂′2q)(r) + s(r)(∂
′
2q)(r
′) + s(r′)(∂′2q)(r) + (∂
′
2q)(r)(∂
′
2q)(r
′)
= f0(r) ◮ [s(r
′) + (∂′2q)(r
′)] + f0(r
′) ◮ [s(r) + (∂′2q)(r)]
+ [s(r) + (∂′2q)(r)][s(r
′) + (∂′2q)(r
′)]
= f0(r) ◮ s
′(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ s′(r) + s′(r)s′(r′).
Thus s′ is an f0-derivation. We used the fact that: ∂
′
2(r ◮ l) = r ◮ ∂
′
2(l). Also:
t′(ee′) = t(ee′)− (q∂1)(ee
′) = t(ee′)− q(∂1(e)∂1(e
′))
= {(s∂1)(e), f1(e
′)}+ {(s∂1)(e
′), f1(e)}+ f1(e) ◮
′ t(e′) + f1(e
′) ◮′ t(e)
+ (s∂1)(e) ◮
′ t(e′) + (s∂1)(e
′) ◮′ t(e) + t(e)t(e′)− [f0(∂1(e)) ◮ q(∂1(e
′))
+ f0(∂1(e
′)) ◮ q(∂1(e)) + s(∂1(e)) ◮
′ q(∂1(e
′)) + s(∂1(e
′)) ◮′ q(∂1(e))
+ q(∂1(e))q(∂1(e
′))]
= {s(∂1(e)), f1(e
′)}+ {(∂′2q)(∂1(e)), f1(e
′)}+ {s(∂1(e
′)), f1(e)}
+ {(∂′2q)(∂1(e
′)), f1(e)}+ f1(e) ◮
′ t(e′)− f1(e) ◮
′ (q∂1)(e
′)
+ f1(e
′) ◮′ t(e)− f1(e
′) ◮′ (q∂1)(e) + (∂
′
2q)(∂1(e)) ◮
′ t(e′)
+ s(∂1(e)) ◮
′ t(e′)− s(∂1(e)) ◮
′ (q∂1)(e
′)− (∂′2q)(∂1(e)) ◮
′ (q∂1)(e
′)
+ s(∂1(e
′)) ◮′ t(e)− s(∂1(e
′)) ◮′ (q∂1)(e) + (∂
′
2q)(∂1(e
′)) ◮′ t(e)
− (∂′2q)(∂1(e
′)) ◮′ (q∂1)(e) + t(e)t(e
′)− t(e)(q∂1)(e
′)
− (q∂1)(e)t(e
′) + (q∂1)(e)(q∂1)(e
′)
= {s(∂1(e)) + (∂
′
2q)(∂1(e)), f1(e
′)} + {s(∂1(e
′)) + (∂′2q)(∂1(e
′)), f1(e)}
+ f1(e) ◮
′ [t(e′)− (q∂1)(e
′)] + f1(e
′) ◮′ [t(e)− (q∂1)(e)]
+ [s(∂1(e)) + (∂
′
2q)(∂1(e))] ◮
′ [t(e′)− (q∂1)(e
′)]
+ [s(∂1(e
′)) + (∂′2q)(∂1(e
′))] ◮′ [t(e)− (q∂1)(e)]
+ [t(e)− (q∂1)(e)][t(e
′)− (q∂1)(e
′)]
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= {(s′∂1)(e), f1(e
′)}+ {(s′∂1)(e
′), f1(e)} + f1(e) ◮
′ t′(e′) + f1(e
′) ◮′ t′(e)
+ (s′∂1)(e) ◮
′ t′(e′) + (s′∂1)(e
′) ◮′ t′(e) + t′(e)t′(e′).
We used the second Peiffer axiom for (∂′2 : L
′ → E′,◮′) in the final step; see (1). Finally, by using
the axioms 2XM2, 2XM4, 2XM5 (Definition 2.3) we get:
t′(r ◮ e) = t(r ◮ e)− (q∂1)(r ◮ e)
= t(r ◮ e)− q(∂1(r ◮ e)) = t(r ◮ e)− q(r∂1(e))
= f0(r) ◮ t(e) + (∂
′
1s)(r) ◮ t(e) + {s(r), f1(e)} − {f1(e), s(r)} − {(s∂1)(e), s(r)}
− f0(r) ◮ q(∂1(e)) + f0(∂1(e)) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮
′ q(∂1(e)) + s(∂1(e)) ◮
′ q(r)
+ q(r)q(∂1(e))
= f0(r) ◮ t(e)− f0(r) ◮ (q∂1)(e) + (∂
′
1s)(r) ◮ t(e)− (∂
′
1s)(r) ◮ (q∂1)(e)
+ ∂′1(∂
′
2q(r)) ◮ t(e)− ∂
′
1(∂
′
2q(r)) ◮ (q∂1)(e) + {s(r), f1(e)}+ f1(e) ◮
′ q(r)
− (∂1f1)(e) ◮ q(r) − {f1(e), s(r)} − f1(e) ◮
′ q(r) − {(s∂1)(e), s(r)}
− (s∂1)(e) ◮
′ q(r) − s(r) ◮′ (q∂1)(e) + (∂
′
1s)(r) ◮ (q∂1)(e)− (q∂1)(e)q(r)
= f0(r) ◮ t
′(e) + (∂′1s
′)(r) ◮ t′(e) + {s′(r), f1(e)}
− {f1(e), s
′(r)} − {(s′∂1)(e), s
′(r)}.
It is now an easy calculation to verify that we do have f
(f,s′,t′)
−−−−−→ g.
3.1 Some algebraic properties of quadratic 2-derivations
Recall the definition of the algebra of 1-simplices in A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2), namely A1
.
= R⋉E;
see §2.2. Simple calculations prove that there exists an action of A1 on L, of the form:
(r, e) ⊲ l = r ◮ l + e ◮′ l
for all r ∈ R, e ∈ E and l ∈ L. We can therefore build the semidirect product:
Q
.
= (R′ ⋉◮ E
′)⋉⊲ L
′.
Lemma 3.3 By looking at the definition of Q, given a 2-crossed module homotopy f
(f,s,t)
−−−−→ g,
where f, g : A → A′, quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivations are in one-to-one correspondence with algebra
maps, of the form (here r ∈ R):
ψ : r ∈ R 7−→
(
f0(r), s(r), q(r)
)
∈ Q = (R′ ⋉◮ E
′)⋉⊲ L
′.
Therefore:
Lemma 3.4 Suppose that A is free up to order one, and B a chosen basis of R. A quadratic
(f, s, t)-2-derivation q : R → L′ can be uniquely specified by its value on B ⊂ R. By this we mean
that a set map q⋆ : B → L′ uniquely extends to a quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivation q, fitting into the
diagram below:
B

 incl //
(f0,s
⋆,q⋆)
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
R
(f0,s,q)∃!

Q′
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The following formulation of quadratic-2-derivations will also be essential later.
Lemma 3.5 Let A′2 = (R
′
⋉◮ E
′) ⋉◮• (E
′
⋉◮′ L
′) be the algebra of 2-simplices in A′. Let
f : A → A′ be a 2-crossed module map. Let (s, t) be a quadratic f derivation. Let q be a quadratic
(f, s, t)-2-derivation. We have an algebra homomorphism Ω: R→ A′2, which has the form below,
for each r ∈ R:
r
Ω
7−→
(
f0(r), s(r), (∂
′
2 ◦ q)(r),−q(r)
)
=
g0(r)
f0(r)
s′(r)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
s(r)
// g0(r)
0
✄
✂
 
✁
−q(r)
OO
Proof : It is clear that Ω(r + r′) = Ω(r) + Ω(r′) and Ω(kr) = kΩ(r). Put:
(r, e, e′, l) (r2, e2, e
′
2, l2) = (a, b, c, d).
Therefore we have:
a = rr2, b = r ◮ e2 + r2 ◮ e+ ee2,
c = ee′2 + r ◮ e
′
2 + e2e
′ + r2 ◮ e
′ + e′e′2,
d = ∂1(e) ◮ l2 + r ◮ l2 − {e
′
2, e}+ ∂1(e2) ◮ l + r2 ◮ l − {e
′, e2}
+ e′ ◮′ l2 + e
′
2 ◮
′ l + ll2.
Thus:
Ω(r)Ω(r′) =
(
f0(r), s(r), (∂
′
2 ◦ q)(r),−q(r)
) (
f0(r
′), s(r′), (∂′2 ◦ q)(r
′),−q(r′)
)
=
(
f0(r)f0(r
′), f0(r) ◮ s(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ s(r) + s(r)s(r′),
s(r)(∂′2 ◦ q)(r
′) + f0(r) ◮ (∂
′
2 ◦ q)(r
′) + s(r′)(∂′2 ◦ q)(r)
+ f0(r
′) ◮ (∂′2 ◦ q)(r) + (∂
′
2 ◦ q)(r)(∂
′
2 ◦ q)(r
′),
∂′1(s(r)) ◮ −q(r
′) + f0(r) ◮ −q(r
′)− {(∂′2 ◦ q)(r
′), s(r)} + ∂′1(s(r
′)) ◮ −q(r)
+ f0(r
′) ◮ −q(r) − {(∂′2 ◦ q)(r), s(r
′)}+ (∂′2 ◦ q)(r) ◮ −q(r
′)
+ (∂′2 ◦ q)(r
′) ◮ −q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
)
=
(
f0(rr
′), s(rr′),
∂′2 (f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮′ q(r′) + s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)) ,
− ∂′1(s(r)) ◮ q(r
′)− f0(r) ◮ q(r
′)− s(r) ◮′ q(r′) + ∂′1(s(r)) ◮ q(r
′)
− ∂′1(s(r
′)) ◮ q(r) − f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) − s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + ∂′1(s(r
′)) ◮ q(r)
− q(r)q(r′)− q(r′)q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
)
=
(
f0(rr
′), s(rr′), ∂′2 (q(rr
′)) ,
− f0(r) ◮ q(r
′)− s(r) ◮′ q(r′)− f0(r
′) ◮ q(r)− s(r′) ◮′ q(r) − q(r)q(r′)
)
= (f0(rr
′), s(rr′), (∂′2 ◦ q)(rr
′),−q(rr′)) = Ω(rr′).
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3.2 Vertical composition of 2-fold homotopies
We continue to fix two 2-crossed modules A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) and A′ = (L′, E′, R′, ∂′1, ∂
′
2). Recall
that no freeness restriction is imposed on A.
Theorem 3.6 Let f, g : A → A′ are homotopic 2-crossed module morphisms connected by the
quadratic derivations (f, s, t), (f, s′, t′) and (f, s′′, t′′). Let:
- q be a quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivation with (f, s, t)
(f,s,t,q)
=====⇒ (f, s′, t′),
- q′ be a quadratic (f, s′, t′)-2-derivation with (f, s′, t′)
(f,s′,t′,q′)
======⇒ (f, s′′, t′′).
Then the map q ⋆q′ : R→ L′ such that: (q ⋆q′)(r) = q(r)+q′(r) is a quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivation
connecting (f, s, t) to (f, s′′, t′′). This defines the vertical composition of quadratic derivations that
can be pictured as:
f
(f,s,t)
##
(f,s′,t′) //
(f,s′′,t′′)
;;
(f,s,t,q)

(f,s′,t′,q′)

g = f
(f,s,t)
%%
(f,s′′,t′′)
99 g(f,s,t,q⋆q′)

Proof : This follows from the fact that (L→ E,◮′) is a crossed module:
(q ⋆ q′)(rr′) = q(rr′) + q′(rr′)
= f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮′ q(r′) + s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
+ f0(r) ◮ q
′(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q′(r) + s′(r) ◮′ q′(r′) + s′(r′) ◮′ q′(r)
+ q′(r)q′(r′)
= f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮′ q(r′) + s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
+ f0(r) ◮ q
′(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q′(r) + [s(r) + (∂′2 ◦ q)(r)] ◮
′ q′(r′)
+ [s(r) + (∂′2 ◦ q)(r)] ◮
′ q′(r) + q′(r)q′(r′)
= f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮′ q(r′) + s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
+ f0(r) ◮ q
′(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q′(r) + s(r) ◮′ q′(r′) + s(r′) ◮′ q′(r)
+ q′(r)q′(r′) + q(r)q′(r′) + q′(r)q(r′) (∵ XM2)
= f0(r) ◮ (q ⋆ q
′)(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ (q ⋆ q′)(r) + s(r) ◮′ (q ⋆ q′)(r′)
+ s(r′) ◮′ (q ⋆ q′)(r) + (q ⋆ q′)(r)(q ⋆ q′)(r′),
for all r, r′ ∈ R. An easy calculation now proves that (f, s, t)
(f,s,t,q)
=====⇒ (f, s′′, t′′).
The vertical composition of 2-fold homotopies is associative. Also note that the zero quadratic
(f, s, t)-2-derivation defines an identity arrow for (f, s, t). Therefore, given two 2-crossed module
maps f, g : A → A′, we have a category HOM2(A,A
′, f, g) with objects being the quadratic f -
derivations (s, t) with f
(f,s,t)
−−−−→ g, the morphisms being the 2-fold homotopies connecting them.
By the following lemma, HOM2(A,A′, f, g) is a groupoid:
Lemma 3.7 Given a quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivation q which connects (f, s, t) to (f, s′, t′), then the
map q¯ : R→ L′ such that q¯(r) = −q(r) is a quadratic (f, s′, t′)-2-derivation connecting (f, s′, t′) to
(f, s, t); clearly being the inverse of q, with respect to the vertical composition of 2-fold homotopies.
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Proof : q is a quadratic (f, s′, t′)-2-derivation, since (for all r, r′ ∈ R):
q¯(rr′) = −(q(rr′)) = −[f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮′ q(r′)
+ s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)]
= −f0(r) ◮ q(r
′)− f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) − s(r) ◮′ q(r′)− s(r′) ◮′ q(r)− q(r)q(r′)
+ q(r)q(r′)− q(r)q(r′)
= −f0(r) ◮ q(r
′)− f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) − s(r) ◮′ q(r′)− s(r′) ◮′ q(r)− q(r)q(r′)
+ (∂′2 ◦ q)(r) ◮
′ q(r′)− (∂′2 ◦ q)(r) ◮
′ q(r′)
= −f0(r) ◮ q(r
′)− f0(r
′) ◮ q(r)
− (s(r) + (∂′2 ◦ q)(r)) ◮
′ q(r′)− (s(r′) + (∂′2 ◦ q)(r
′)) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
= f0(r) ◮ −q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ −q(r)− s′(r) ◮′ q(r′)− s′(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
= f0(r) ◮ q¯(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q¯(r) + s′(r) ◮′ q¯(r′) + s′(r′) ◮′ q¯(r) + q¯(r)q¯(r′).
This again is a consequence of the second Peiffer relation of the crossed module (∂′2 : L
′ → E′,◮′).
The other assertions are immediate.
4 A 2-groupoid of HOM(A,A′)2 of 2-fold homotopies
Fix two 2-crossed modules A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) and A′ = (L′, E′, R′, ∂′1, ∂
′
2). We will now need
to take A to be free up to order one, and will consider a chosen free basis B of the algebra R.
Recall the construction of the groupoid HOM(A,A′) of 2-crossed module maps A → A′, and their
homotopies; §2.3.
4.1 Right whiskering of 2-fold homotopies
Let f, g, h : A → A′ be 2-crossed module maps. Consider homotopies:
f
(f,s,t)
−−−−→ g, f
(f,s′,t′)
−−−−−→ g, g
(g,u,v)
−−−−→ h,
and a 2-fold homotopy (f, s, t)
(f,s,t,q)
=====⇒ (f, s′, t′). This fits inside the diagram:
f
(f,s,t)
%%
(f,s′,t′)
99 g(f,s,t,q)

(g,u,v) // h .
For defining the right whiskering of 2-fold homotopies by 2-crossed module (1-fold) homotopies, we
must define a new quadratic 2-derivation (q⊚u) which connects (f, s⊞u, t⊞v) to (f, s′⊞u, t′⊞v),
therefore fitting inside the diagram:
f
(f,s⊞u,t⊞v)
&&
(f,s′⊞u,t′⊞v)
88 h(f,s⊞u,t⊞v,q⊚u)

.
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Let (q⊚u) be the unique quadratic (f, s⊞u, t⊞v)-2-derivation (by using Remark 3.4) extending
the function q|B (the restriction of q to B); see the diagram below:
B

 incl //
(f0,s+u,q|B)
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
R
(
f0,s⊞u,q⊚u
)
∃!

Q′
By definition, we have (for all b ∈ B):
(q ⊚ u)(b) = q(b).
Let us prove that (q ⊚ u) indeed connects (f, s⊞ u, t⊞ v) to (f, s′ ⊞ u, t′ ⊞ v). We must check
the conditions given in equation (7).
Consider the map:
ζ : b ∈ B ⊂ R 7−→
(
f0(b), (s+ u)(b), (∂
′
2 ◦ q)(b),−q(b)
)
∈ A′2.
Geometrically, for a b ∈ B, the free basis of R, the element ζ(b) has the form:
f0(b)+∂
′
1((s+u)(b))+∂
′
1((∂
′
2◦q)(b))
f0(b)
(s+u)(b)+(∂′2◦q)(b)
99ssssssssssssssssss
(s+u)(b)
// f0(b)+∂′1((s+u)(b))
(∂′2◦q)(b)+∂
′
2(−q(b))
✄
✂
 
✁
−q(b)
OO
=
h0(b)
f0(b)
(s′+u)(b)
;;①①①①①①①①①①①①①①①
(s+u)(b)
// h0(b)
0
✄
✂
 
✁
−q(b)
OO
Let Y (s,s
′,u) : R→ A′2 be the unique algebra map extending ζ. From lemma 3.5 and the fact that
restricting to each side of the triangle yields an algebra map, it follows that for each r ∈ R:
Y (s,s
′,u)(r) =
h0(r)
f0(r)
(s′⊞u)(r)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
(s⊞u)(r)
// h0(r)
0
✄
✂
 
✁
−(q⊚u)(r)
OO
Therefore, the homomorphism Y (s,s
′) : R→ A′2 is of the form:
Y (s,s
′,u)(r) =
(
f0(r), (s ⊞ u)(r), ̺(r),−(q ⊚ u)(r)
)
,
(recall Remark 3.5) for some map ̺ : R→ E′. In particular, we can see that ̺(r)−∂2((q⊚u)(r)) = 0,
thus (for all r ∈ R):
̺(r) = ∂′2
(
(q ⊚ u)(r)
)
.
In particular, by equation (2), our homomorphism has the following form:
Y (s,s
′,u)(r) =
(
f0(r), (s ⊞ u)(r), ∂
′
2((q ⊚ u)(r)),−(q ⊚ u)(r)
)
.
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Finally, by using the Lemma 3.5, we get the conclusion:
(s′ ⊞ u)(r) = (s⊞ u)(r) + (∂′2 ◦ (q ⊚ u))(r), (8)
which gives us the first equality of (7), in Theorem 3.2.
To finish proving (f, s⊞ u, t⊞ v)
(
f,s⊞u,t⊞v,q⊚u
)
===========⇒ (f, s′ ⊞ u, t′ ⊞ v), we need:
Lemma 4.1 In the condition above we have:
∂′2
(
(q ⊚ u)(r)
)
= ∂′2
(
q(r) + w(s,u)(r) − w(s
′,u)(r)
)
.
Proof : Combining (s′ ⊞ u)(r) = (s⊞ u)(r) + (∂′2 ◦ (q ⊚ u))(r) with equation (5):
(s⊞ u)(r) + (∂′2 ◦ (q ⊚ u))(r) = s(r) + u(r)− (∂
′
2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r) + (∂′2 ◦ (q ⊚ u))(r).
On the other hand we know:
(s′ ⊞ u)(r) = s′(r) + u(r) − (∂′2 ◦ w
(s′,u))(r)
= s(r) + (∂′2 ◦ q)(r) + u(r)− (∂
′
2 ◦ w
(s′,u))(r).
This gives us the stated formula.
We now provide a more explicit formula for the quadratic 2-derivation (q ⊚ u).
Theorem 4.2 If q is a quadratic (f, s, t)-2-derivation connecting the homotopy (s, t) to (s′, t′) and
(u, v) is a g-derivation, connecting g to h, all fitting in:
f
(f,s,t)
%%
(f,s′,t′)
99 g(f,s,t,q)

(g,u,v) // h
Then the map q⊚ˆu : R→ L′, defined as:
(q⊚ˆu)(r) = q(r) + w(s,u)(r) − w(s
′,u)(r),
defines a quadratic (f, s⊞u, t⊞v)-2-derivation. In particular, given that (q⊚u) and (q⊚ˆu) coincide
in B, a free basis of R, it thus follow that, for each r ∈ R:
(q ⊚ u)(r) = q(r) + w(s,u)(r) − w(s
′,u)(r). (9)
Proof : To prove this, we need to verify the condition (recall Definition 3.1):
(q⊚ˆu)(rr′) = f0(r) ◮ (q⊚ˆu)(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ (q⊚ˆu)(r)
+ (s⊞ u)(r) ◮′ (q ⊚ u)(r′) + (s⊞ u)(r′) ◮′ (q ⊚ u)(r)
+ (q⊚ˆu)(r)(q⊚ˆu)(r′).
If we expand the left-hand-side we get:
(q⊚ˆu)(rr′) = q(rr′) + w(s,u)(rr′)− w(s
′,u)(rr′)
= f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + s(r) ◮′ q(r′) + s(r′) ◮′ q(r) + q(r)q(r′)
+ f0(r) ◮ w
(s,u)(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ w(s,u)(r) + u(r′) ◮′ w(s,u)(r)
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+ s(r′) ◮′ w(s,u)(r) + u(r) ◮′ w(s,u)(r′) + s(r) ◮′ w(s,u)(r′)
− {u(r′), s(r)} − {u(r), s(r′)} − w(s,u)(r)w(s,u)(r′)
− [f0(r) ◮ w
(s′,u)(r′) + f0(r
′) ◮ w(s
′,u)(r) + u(r′) ◮′ w(s
′,u)(r)
+ s′(r′) ◮′ w(s
′,u)(r) + u(r) ◮′ w(s
′,u)(r′) + s′(r) ◮′ w(s
′,u)(r′)
− {u(r′), s′(r)} − {u(r), s′(r′)} − w(s
′,u)(r)w(s
′ ,u)(r′)].
while on the right-hand-side we get:
f0(r) ◮ (q⊚ˆu)(r
′) + f0(r
′) ◮ (q ⊚ u)(r) + (s⊞ u)(r) ◮′ (q⊚ˆu)(r′)
+ (s⊞ u)(r′) ◮′ (q⊚ˆu)(r) + (q⊚ˆu)(r)(q⊚ˆu)(r′)
= f0(r) ◮ [q(r
′) + w(s,u)(r′)− w(s
′,u)(r′)] + f0(r
′) ◮ [q(r) + w(s,u)(r)− w(s
′,u)(r)]
+ [s(r) + u(r)− (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r)] ◮′ [q(r′) + w(s,u)(r′)− w(s
′,u)(r′)]
+ [s(r′) + u(r′)− (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u)(r′))] ◮′ [q(r) + w(s,u)(r) − w(s
′,u)(r)]
+ [q(r) + w(s,u)(r) − w(s
′,u)(r)][q(r′) + w(s,u)(r′)− w(s
′,u)(r′)]
= f0(r) ◮ q(r
′) + f0(r) ◮ w
(s,u)(r′)− f0(r) ◮ w
(s′,u)(r′)
+ f0(r
′) ◮ q(r) + f0(r
′) ◮ w(s,u)(r)− f0(r
′) ◮ w(s
′,u)(r)
+ s(r)q(r′) + s(r)w(s,u)(r′)− s(r)w(s
′ ,u)(r′)
+ u(r)q(r′) + u(r)w(s,u)(r′)− u(r)w(s
′ ,u)(r′)
− (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r)q(r′)− (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r)w(s,u)(r′)
+ (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r)w(s
′ ,u)(r′)
+ s(r′)q(r) + s(r′)w(s,u)(r) − s(r′)w(s
′,u)(r)
+ u(r′)q(r) + u(r′)w(s,u)(r)− u(r′)w(s
′,u)(r)
− (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r′)q(r) − (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r′)w(s,u)(r)
+ (∂′2 ◦ w
(s,u))(r′)w(s
′,u)(r)
+ q(r)q(r′) + q(r′)w(s,u)(r′)− q(r)w(s
′,u)(r′)
+ w(s,u)(r)q(r′) + w(s,u)(r)w(s,u)(r′)− w(s,u)(r)w(s
′ ,u)(r′)
− w(s
′,u)(r)q(r′)− w(s
′,u)(r)w(s,u)(r′) + w(s
′,u)(r)w(s
′,u)(r′).
The left-hand-side and the right hand side coincide due to the second Peiffer relation for the crossed
module ∂′2. We switch from s
′(r) to s(r) + (∂′2 ◦ q)(r) in all Peiffer liftings and then we use axiom
2XM5 of the definition of 2-crossed modules.
We are now ready to prove that:
Theorem 4.3 Consider a diagram of 2-crossed modules maps f, g, h : A → A′, with A free up to
order one, homotopies and 2-fold homotopies, fitting into:
f
(f,s,t)
%%
(f,s′,t′)
99 g(f,s,t,q)

(g,u,v) // h .
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The quadratic (f, s ⊞ u, t ⊞ v)-2-derivation (q ⊚ u) : R → L′ yields a 2-fold homotopy connecting
(f, s⊞ u, t⊞ v) to (f, s′ ⊞ u, t′ ⊞ v), thus fitting into:
f
(f,s⊞u,t⊞v)
%%
(f,s′⊞u,t′⊞v)
99 h(f,s⊞u,t⊞v,q⊚u)

.
Proof : The first equality in (7) is already proven; see (8). The second means:
(t′ ⊞ v)(e) = (t⊞ v)(e)−
(
(q ⊚ u) ◦ ∂′2
)
(e),
for all e ∈ E. Let us prove it. Firstly we have:
(t′ ⊞ v)(e) = t′(e) + v(e) + (w(s
′,u) ◦ ∂1)(e)
= t(e)− (q ◦ ∂1)(e) + v(e) + (w
(s′,u) ◦ ∂1)(e).
On the other hand, by using the form (9) for (q ⊚ u), we obtain:
(t⊞ v)(e)−
(
(q ⊚ u) ◦ ∂1
)
(e) = t(e) + t′′(e) + (w(s,u) ◦ ∂1)(e)
− (q(∂1(e)) + w
(s′,u)(∂1(e))) − w
(s,u)(∂1(e))
= t(e) + v(e)−
(
q(∂1(e)) + w
(s′,u)(∂1(e))
)
.
This gives us the second equality in equation (7).
Theorem 4.4 Let A and A′ be 2-crossed modules, with A free up to order one, with a chosen
basis. Consider the groupoid HOM2(A,A′)1 given by the disjoint union of all groupoids of 2-fold
homotopies between fixed 2-crossed module maps. In other words:
HOM2(A,A
′)1 =
⊔
f,g : A→A′
HOM2(A,A
′, f, g).
The right whiskering (q, u) ∈ HOM2(A,A′)1 × HOM(A,A′) 7→ q ⊚ u yields a (right) action of the
groupoid HOM(A,A′) of 2-crossed modules maps A → A′ and their homotopies on the groupoid
HOM2(A,A′)1, by groupoid maps.
Proof : What we need to prove is that, given quadratic 2-derivations q and q′ and quadratic
derivations u and m, with the correct sources and targets, then:
(q + q′)⊚ u = (q ⊚ u) + (q′ ⊚ u),
q ⊚ (u⊞m) = (q ⊚ u)⊚m.
Suppose we have homotopies and 2-fold homotopies, fitting in the diagram:
f
(f,s,t)

(f,s′,t′) //
(f,s′′,t′′)
@@
(f,s,t,q)

(f,s′,t′,q′)

g
(g,u,v) // h
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Then we have:
(q + q′)⊚ u = q + q′ + w(s,u) − w(s
′′,u)
= (q + w(s,u) − w(s
′,u)) + (q′ + w(s
′,u) − w(s
′′,u))
= (q ⊚ u) + (q′ ⊚ u),
thus right whiskering is functorial with respect to vertical composition of 2-derivations.
Suppose that we have homotopies and 2-fold homotopies, as in the diagram:
f
(f,s,t)
%%
(f,s′,t′)
99 g(f,s,t,q)

(g,u,v) // h
(h,m,n) // k .
Let us prove that q ⊚ (u⊞m) = (q ⊚ u)⊚m. The left-hand-side is:
q ⊚ (u⊞m) = q + w(s,u⊞m) − w(s
′,u⊞m),
whereas the right-hand-side is:
(q ⊚ u)⊚m = (q ⊚ u) + w(s⊞u,m) − w(s
′⊞u,m)
= q + w(s,u) − w(s
′,u) + w(s⊞u,m) − w(s
′⊞u,m).
By using equation (6), these two coincide.
4.2 Left whiskering of 2-fold homotopies by homotopies
We now deal with left-whiskering. Let f, g, h : A → A′ be 2-crossed module morphisms. Consider
also homotopies f
(f,s,t)
−−−−→ g, g
(g,u,v)
−−−−→ h and g
(g,u′,v′)
−−−−−→ h. Let also (g, u, v, q′) be a 2-fold homotopy
fitting into the diagram:
f
(f,s,t) // g
(g,u,v)
%%
(g,u′,v′)
99 h(g,u,v,q′)

For defining the pertinent left whiskering, we must define a quadratic (f, s⊞ u, t⊞ v)-2-derivation
connecting (f, s ⊞ u, t ⊞ v) to (f, s ⊞ u′, t ⊞ v′). As before, let (s ⊚ q′) be the unique quadratic
(f, s⊞ u, t⊞ v)-2-derivation (see Remark 3.4) extending the function q′|B inside the diagram below
(therefore (s⊚ q′)(b) = q′(b) for all b ∈ B):
B

 incl //
(f0,s+u,q
′
|B)
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
R
(f0,s⊞u,s⊚q
′)∃!

Q′
The proof of the following result proceeds exactly as in the case of right-whiskering.
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Theorem 4.5 The quadratic (f, s⊞ u, t⊞ v)-2-derivation (s⊚ q′) has the form
(s⊚ q′)(r) = q′(r) + w(s,u)(r) − w(s,u
′)(r),
and (s ⊚ q′) is a 2-fold homotopy connecting (f, s⊞ u, t⊞ v) to (f, s⊞ u′, t⊞ v′), therefore fitting
into the diagram below:
f
(f,s⊞u,t⊞v)
&&
(f,s⊞u′,t⊞v′)
88 h.(f,s⊞u,t⊞v,s⊚q
′)

Moreover, left whiskering defines a left action of the groupoid HOM(A,A′) of crossed module maps
and their homotopies on the groupoid HOM2(A,A′)1, by groupoid maps.
Theorem 4.6 Right whiskering and left whiskering can be interchanged. Namely, whenever all
operations make sense we have:
(s⊚ q)⊚ s′ = s⊚ (q ⊚ s′).
Therefore diagrams of the following type can be unambiguously evaluated:
f
(g,s,t) // g
(g,u,v)
$$
(g,u′,v′)
:: h(g,u,v,q)

(h,s′,t′) // k .
Proof : If we use the property of w given in equation (6), we get:
(s⊚ q)⊚ s′ =
(
q + w(s,u) − w(s,u
′)
)
⊚ s′
= q + w(s,u) − w(s,u
′) + w(s⊞u,s
′) − w(s⊞u
′,s′)
= q + w(u,s
′) − w(u
′,s′) + w(s,u⊞s
′) − w(s,u
′⊞s′)
= s⊚
(
q + w(u,s
′) − w(u
′,s′)
)
= s⊚ (q ⊚ s′).
Thus, given two 2-crossed module A and A′, with A free up to order one, and with a cho-
sen basis, we have a sesquigroupoid [27], denoted by HOM(A,A′)2, whose objects are 2-crossed
module maps A → A′, the 1-morphisms are their homotopies, whereas 2-morphisms are the 2-fold
homotopies between 2-crossed module homotopies.
4.3 The interchange law
Consider 2-crossed modules A = (L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2), A′ = (L′, E′, R′, ∂′1, ∂
′
2), with A free up
to order one with a chosen basis of R. For proving that the sesquigroupoid HOM(A,A′)2 is a
2-groupoid, we must show that it satisfies the interchange law.
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Theorem 4.7 Suppose that we have 2-crossed module maps f, g, h : A → A′, as well as homotopies
and 2-fold homotopies, all fitting into the diagram:
f
(f,s,t)
%%
(f,s′,t′)
99 g(f,s,t,q)

(g,u,v)
&&
(g,u′,v′)
99 h,(g,u,v,q
′)

then the interchange law, below, holds:
(q ⊚ u) ⋆ (s′ ⊚ q′) = (s⊚ q′) ⋆ (q ⊚ u′).
In fact, both sides of the previous equation are equal to:
q + q′ + w(s,u) − w(s
′,u′).
Therefore, we can define the horizontal composition of 2-fold homotopies as:
f
(f,s,t)
%%
(f,s′,t′)
99 g(f,s,t,q)

(g,u,v)
%%
(g,u′,v′)
99 h(g,u,v,q′)

= f
(f,s⊞u,t⊞v)
&&
(f,s′⊞u′,t′⊞v′)
88 g(f,s⊞u,t⊞v,q⊗q′)

,
where, by definition:
(q ⊗ q′)(r) = q(r) + q′(r) + w(s,u)(r)− w(s
′,u′)(r).
Thus we have a 2-groupoid HOM(A,A′)2 of 2-crossed module maps A → A′, their homotopies,
and 2-fold homotopies between 2-crossed module homotopies.
Proof : We have:
(q ⊚ u) ⋆ (s′ ⊚ q′) =
(
q + w(s,u) − w(s
′,u)
)
⋆
(
q′ + w(s
′,u) − w(s
′,u′)
)
= q + w(s,u) − w(s
′,u) + q′ + w(s
′,u) − w(s
′,u′)
= q + w(s,u) + q′ − w(s
′,u′)
= q′ + w(s,u) − w(s,u
′) + q + w(s,u
′) − w(s
′,u′)
=
(
q′ + w(s,u) − w(s,u
′)
)
⋆
(
q + w(s,u
′) − w(s
′,u′)
)
= (s⊚ q′) ⋆ (q ⊚ u′).
The rest follows immediately.
Remark 4.8 Note that all composition operations in the 2-groupoid HOM(A,A′)2 involving 1-fold
homotopies explicitly depend on the chosen free basis of R.
Remark 4.9 In this paper and [1], we worked with free up to order one crossed modules A =
(L,E,R, ∂1, ∂2) with a chosen basis of R, meaning that we chose an isomorphism R → κ[X ],
where X is a set. All of the same construction with also work if R was a free commutative algebra
S(V ) (the symmetric algebra) over a vector space V , as long as we chose a particular isomorphism
R→ S(V ).
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